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Session 3: Geotechnical aspects of environmental control
Séance 3: Aspects géotechniques de la réglementation de I'environnement

Session SA: Motion of landslides and debris flows

Report
PIERRE LA ROCHELLE

At the suggestion of the Organizing Committee of this
Conference, the discussion session 3A was organized by the
Committee on Landslides of the ISSMTE. Although the Com
mittee was left free to choose the topic of discussion, it
was strongly suggested that the choice be made in consulta
tion with the relevant Theme Lecturer and be within the
framework of the theme lecture. In the present case, the
phenomenon of Motion of Landslides and Debris Flaws, which
is the last point discussed in the theme lecture presented
by Professor N. Morgenstern, was retained as the topic of
discussion. This session was not to be concerned with the
statical equilibrium of a potential landslide mass but
with the kinematics of the phenomenon once the mass has
failed and moves. The damage potential of a moving mass
depends not only on its size but also on its velocity
which has a bearing on the size of the area traversed.
This was recognized by researchers who suggested a veloci
ty scale as a basis for classification of movements rela
ted to the time available for people to respond (Hungr
1981).

In line with the treatment of the subject by the Theme
Lecturer, the session was divided in two parts; the first
part dealt with fast movements and included a special lec
ture presented by Professor Kyoti Sassa from Japan; the
second part was concerned with slow movements and a spe
cial lecture was presented by Mr Ch. Bonnard from
Switzerland.

Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the space
allotted in the proceedings for reporting on the discus
sion sessions, it will not be possible to publish the text
of these lectures; however,a brief summary of the main
points covered by the lecturers will be presented, fol
lowed by questions raised by the chairman and discussed by
the panel members. Dr R. Schuster from USA acting as Dis
cussion Leader first introduced the topic in the perspec
tive of the theme lecture.
Fast movements

The lecture presented by Professor Kyoji Sassa and ti
tled Rapid Landslides amd Debris Flows covered many as
pects of the complex phenomena of fast movements and inclu
ded many references to cases and observations compiled in
Japan. The readers who are familiar with this subject
know the importance of slope failures and earth flows in
Japan, due to their high frequency of occurrence and to
the resulting damages and_high number of lives that they
claim each year. As a result, Japan has invested a con
siderable amount of effort and money in fundamental re
search on these phenomena, and in preventive measures, ins
trumentation and warning systems.

The Japanese engineers have proposed different classifi
cation systems of landslides which would best fit the dif:
ferent types of movements observed on their land. The last
one suggested by Sassa (1985) is presented as a modifica
tion of the well known classification proposed by Varnes
(1878); however, Sassa's classification is in fact fairly
different as it uses two axes of reference, one being four
types of shear (peak slide, residual slide, liquefaction,
creep) and the other being four sizes of blocks or grains
of the materials involved in the movement and including
the slip plane (bedrock with faults and joints, fractured
rock, sandy soil and clayey soil).

On that basis, Professor Sassa explained by means of
stress paths how the different types of shear could relate
to the types of movements. In the "residual" state, the
movements are slow and moderate and should occur on gentle
slopes. In the "peak value" case, the decrease of shear
strength following failure will cause the sliding mass to
accelerate, and the movement is bound to be fast. The "ll
quefaction" may result from rapid loading of loose materi
als, such as wheathered pumice, loose sands and quick
clays, with a tendency for a negative dilatancy which ge
nerates a pore pressure increase; the rapid loading may
be caused by earthquake, subsidence or loading by a failed
mass flowing from higher elevations. Finally, according
to Professor Sassa, creep is a "slow movement" whithout a
clear and continuous slip plane, and not directly related
to pore pressure, although it may not be completely inde
pendent of it; the mechanism is not clear and needs fur
ther study.

The problems of liquefaction and behaviour of debris
flows as they relate to the generation of pore pressure
have been studied at length by the lecturer using either
the triaxial tests or his well known high speed shear
test. Interesting conclusions evolved from this work: the
void ratio at which liquefaction occurs increases as the
degree of saturation decreases; the state of liquefaction
could not be reached in a sample with a degree of satura
tion lower than 85Z; however, the magnitude of shear dis
placement has an influence on the value of the void ratio
at which liquefaction occurs; hence, some samples which
could not be liquefied in the triaxial tests were lique
fied in constant volume ring shear tests because the fray
turing of the grains causes a volume decrease and a pr
ve pore pressure increase.

A series of tests made with the high speed ring shear
apparatus has shown that the dynamic friction angle has
the same value as the static angle, and the influence of
the viscosity of the pore fluid under stress levels compa
rable to those prevailing in debris flows,is negligible to
all practical purposes.

Professor Sassa has also discussed the generation of
high pore pressure during flow in actual field cases which
he shows to be related to the increase of density of the
pore fluid. The condition of stoppage of the moving mass
is given by the friction angle and the pore pressure dur
ing movement.
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Preventi!e_m§a§ure§ fo; fa§t_m2v§m§nt§

The lecturer has briefly described the preventive mea
sures used in Japan for the cases of "peak slides" and
"debris flows".

The "peak slides", also called 'slope failures" in
Japan, involve mainly the surficial wheathered layer of
soil, and it is very difficult to predict where these sli
des will occur first. Consequently the Japanese Ministry
of Construction selected the following criteria to identi
fy slopes which present a probability of causing damages:

1° an angle of slope of more than 30 degrees;
2° a height of more than 5 m;
3° the presence of more than 5 private houses or one

public building in the area threatened by a possi
ble failure of the slope.

It is astonishing to hear that more than 72 000 slopes
were found to satisfy these conditions in Japan and that
over B 000 of them were corrected with preventive works.

The most common type of preventive work used in Japan
for this type of slide is the open grid frame work built
flat on the surface of the slope: after the removal of
the wheathered top soil layer, the space between the frame
members is filled either by stones or by soil with fertill
zer and grass seeds. The idea is to protect the surface
against any further wheathering. In the cases where the
slope is steep and subjected to seepage, retaining walls
with drainage facilities are used; concrete cribs are of
ten preferred because of their inherent potential for dral
nage. For the cases where no seepage is observed, an an
chored steel mesh covered with a 150 mm thick layer of
shotcrete may serve the purpose.

The efficiency of these measures in preventing small
slope failures, was illustrated by the lecturer who re
ferred to cases of disaster caused by rainfalls. In 1982,
for example, heavy rainfalls in Nagasaki caused 1783 slo
pe failures, of which #90 destroyed houses or caused dama
ges with 294 persons killed. No failures occurred amongst
the slopes which had been protected by preventive works.

There are in Japan over 62 000 torrents which are sub
ject to debris flows. The most common preventive measure
against these devastating phenomena is the construction of
check dams of different types, most of them including at
least a central section of open work as steel screens, or
steel lattices. Recently, some "open dams" have been
built consisting of a series of A-shaped steel frames an
chored in the ground and distributed at some distance from
each other across the valley.
Common instru entation of debris flows in Japan include a
video camera and a radar speed meter triggered by a wire
sensor installed across the path of the debris flow. Harn
ing systems are also triggered by wire sensors which close
gates on threatened roads one minute before the flows
reach the road. In populated area, warning systems and
alerts for evacuation are based on observation and measu
rements of the amount of rainfall during 20-minute peri
ods. Depending on t e area, a 7 to 10 mm rainfall during
a 20-minute period may justify an evacuation alert.

Following the lecture by Professor K. Sasaa, the Chair
man stated the questions which were proposed to panel mem
bers on the suggestion of the Discussion Leader:

- Do we have analyses which take into account velocity of
movements?

- How do we predict velocity? What kind of field indica
tors are there to enable to predict velocity?

- What are the effects of movement on pore pressures and
shear strength?

- What is the effect of rate of movement on the type of
control measures?
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The lecturer had already discussed three of these
points. Dr R.K. Bhandarl reported on some observations
and predictions of velocity of debris flows and mudflows
in India. Mr G.C. Morgan discussed some of the control
measures of debris flows used in Western Canada; the de
bris are either stored behind retaining structures or the
flows are channelled through the community into the sea;
in the case of railway line, the line is tunnelled so that
the debris flow over; no attempt is made to stabilize the

Hutchinson fromsource area of debris. Professor J.
United Kingdom has presented his new model for the move
ment of flow slides; the prediction is based on shear
strength and on the coefficients of consolidation and pore
pressure.
Slow movements

The second lecturer was Mr Ch. Bonnard from Ecole Poly
technique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland. His lecture
titled Evaluation of Slow Moving Unstable Slopes: Observa
tion and Modelization, was based mainly on the experience
gained during the four years of intense research made by a
group of about 40 scientists who worked for an equivalent
of 295 man-months on the DUTI project (Projet sur la Détec
tion et l'Utilisation des Terrains Instables). The gener
al description and conclusions of this project is given in
a final report (DUTI l9B5) published by the "Ecole Poly
technique Fédérale de Lausanne".

This project was particularly concerned with the very
slow and deep movements which are affecting unstable slo
pes and cannot be studied by classical methods. The quasi
permanent character of these movements has some long term
detrimental effects on constructions; however, their rate
is so small that they have to be considered at the time 
scale of a human life, or the life of a construction. In
order to quantify the amount of movement which affected
the large zones under study, different surveying methods
were used. Switzerland has an elaborate geodetic network
characterized by a good density of bench-marks located
with accuracy both in terms of coordinates and altitude.
Some 72 000 triangulation points were installed and sur
veyed during the first 30 years of our century. Although
the error in the initial position of the triangulation
marks was of the order of 1 2 to 5 cm/km, it is possible,
with the more accurate methods available nowadays, to eva
luate the rate of movement with a standard deviation of a
few millimeters per year if measurements are taken at in
tervals of few tens of years. The lecturer has illustra
ted this technique with the complex triangulation network
in the region of Hérémence.

Aerial photos and photogrammetry techniques are power
ful tools for obtaining records of movements on such
areas, particularly where a large number of points are
located in an area of rough topography with conditions of
hindered visibility between marks.

Except for the high mountainous areas, cadastral maps
are available for the largest part of the country; these
large scale maps are fairly accurate, and some of them da
te from the middle of the lBth century. Although it was
not always easy to identify the same reference points on
cadastral maps from different periods, by using different
graphical or numerical techniques, the engineers from DUTI
project have obtained remarkable results; in one case
they have determined the displacements over more than 200
years.

All these data are controled on the field by direct mea
surements at chosen points which are selected according to
the needs to obtain more information or to design and con
trol remedial works in order to stabilize or to slow down
moving zones. A network of landmarks, located at geologi
cally representative and secured spots, is established.
When inclinomters are installed in the area, the varia
tions of the coordinates at the top of the tube are
checked against the movements measured by the instrument.
Continuous recording extensometers are also used in some
of the slides.



All the measurements are repeated once or more in order
to minimize the risk of error; the data obtained from the
different techniques are then compared and checked against
each other. However, this is not an easy task as the dif
ferent techniques may cover widely different time periods.
A synthesis of the results may be obtained in terms of ti
me and space by calculating "average yearly rates of dis
placement". As these rates vary considerably they must
be categorized according to the time between two observa
tions as follows:

- long term rates (more than 50 years);
- medium term rates (between 5 and 50 years);
- short term rates (between l and 5 years);
- exceptional rates corresponding to short periods of

days or few months during which important accelera
tions were recorded.

The lecturer has then briefly described how these data
on movements and rates of movements are used to build pri
diction models of instability and define correlations be;
ween soil movements and rainfalls. These data form the
basis for the establishment of maps for land planning,
which include the following information: limits of the
unstable zones, degree of activity, morphodynamic aspects,
estimated depths. These maps are proven to be very use
ful in planning construction on u stable zones or on
their periphery.

It is intended to further develop the proposed model
of land management so as to determine more specifically
the potential use of unstable lands. To that effect, the
probabilistic approach to the analysis of slope stability
is considered to be a powerful tool; with the new devel
opments of this model obtained by DUTI (1985), a method
of analysis can be made readily available for its use with
micro-computers.

The methods for the measurement of movements have been
improved, and especially for continuous recording of move
ments. In two cases, a new type of monitoring instrument
has allowed the recording of movements subjected to jerks
occurring one a day in one case, and three times per day
in the other case. This may possibly be due to the conse
cutive build up and release of energy as in earthquakes
(DUTI 1985). The in situ measurements of movements will
need further developments.

Following the lecture of Mr Ch. Bonnard, the chairman
has addressed to the panel members questions which were
suggested by the lecturer.
- Certain landslides moving relatively slowly are affec

What are the possible cagted by jerky displacements.
ses of this phenomenon? Can it be generalized?

- What are the technical means which could be used to ob
serve this behaviour at some depth in the field or in
the laboratory ?

- Can these discrete phenomena be modelized by a mechani
cal approach, global or progressive?

- In a model of the dynamic behaviour of a moving mass,
can we introduce an intrinsic law of the material which
would satisfy this condition? Could a model of conti
nuous mechanics using a linear relationship be used to
represent such a discontinuous behaviour? Would this
be a useful line of research?
Professor E. Togrol from Turkey opened the panel discus

sion by reporting on the slow movements observed in his
country and which involve relatively thin sliding zones.
He described briefly the remedial works and stressed the
importance to study the geological details related to the
\I\OV&I'|l€\1 t S I

Professor B. D'Elia from Italy, reported some observa
tions where the pore water pressure level measured on the
failure surface of a slow moving mass could be related to

the rate of displacement; however, the correlation was
not linear, the increase in the rate of displacement being
higher at higher levels of pore water pressure.

Professor M. Duncan from USA addressed the question cog
cerning "jerky movements" and suggested that in some cases
they could be related to rainfalls which increase the
groundwater level, hence reducing the shear strength and
the factor of safety. The time lag between the precipita
tion and the movement may vary with the depth of the fail
ure surface. For small and shallow sliding masses, with
sliding surfaces between 1 to 4 m depth, the time lag may
be within hours or even minutes; for large and deep sli
ding masses, with failure surfaces at 10 to 40 m depth,
the time lag may be weeks, months or even as much as a
year.

In the last part of the session, the discussion was
opened to the floor. Five discussions were presented;
however, at the time of the writing up of the present re
port, the Chairman did not have in hand the written discug
sions so that only brief comments will be made on these
contributions.

- Mr U. Bergdahl has reported on the observations made in
the area of Munkedal, Sweden, where a possible slope fallg
re threatened a village before preventive works were
carried out; the clay in the area is soft and has a sensl
tivity of the order of 90 to 350. The calculated factor
of safety of the slope was 0.9 to l.l. An increase of po
re water pressure of about 10 m was recorded at the calc!
lated depth of the stressed zone. It is suggested that
the monitoring of the pore water pressure may provide an
efficient warning means for sensitive clay slopes.
- Mr F. Oboni from Switzerland discussed the probabilis
tic method for the analysis of slope stability and men
tioned that, once expressed as a stochastic matrix of a
markovian processus, this method allows the determination
of the relative velocity between different parts of the
moving mass, and the distances of progression of the failg
re.

- Mr Y.C. Chan from Hong Kong has reported on how the ve
locity of rock fragments or boulders moving down a slope
could be predicted. This phenomenon being a frequent pro
blem in Hong Kong, a strategy of preventive works has been
established consisting in building barriers at the toe of
slopes to contain small boulders, or in stabilizing in
situ larger independent boulders.
- Professor G. Blight from South Africa has discussed
"fast movements" and stated that: a) when predicting
velocity of flow slides, one needs both the equations of
velocity and of continuity; b) for the flow in very fine
materials, the viscous retardation term in the equation

c) the drainage retardation inof motion is very small;
the vertical direction is negligible.
- Professor R. Lundstrom from Sweden discussed the kine
matics of failure in fast movements and the distribution
of kinematic energy along the path of the moving mass.
- At the end of that discussion session 3A, the Discus
sion Leader, Dr R.L. Schuster, had the duty to try and
su marize in five minutes the content of that session. Of
course, it was an impossible mission.
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The mechanism of debris flow: Discussion
Le mécanisme d'écou|ement de debris: Discussion

L.E.VALLEJO, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineeering
Department, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

In his interesting paper, Sassa (1985) identi
fies the undrained loading effect, first intro
duced by Hutchinson and Bhandari (1971), as the
triggering mechanism for the mobilization of
debris flows. According to Sassa, debris flows
mobilize when landslide material rapidly accu
mulates at the rear section of a potential de
bris flow. This rapid accumulation creates
excess pore water pressures in the debris ma
terial causing its liquefaction and thus its
flow down slope.
For the undrained loading effect to be effective
in mobilizing debris flows requires that the
excess pore water pressures it creates be main
tained across the wide, long and flat areas over
which they move (Vallejo, l980a). This however
seems not to be the case. Hutchinson and Kojan
(1975) have reported the presence of large con
centrations of "mud volcanoes" or "holes" in the
surface of debris flows that took place in the
mountains of Peru. These "mud volcanoes" or
"holes" were created by the release of excess
pore water pressures developed during the de
bris f1ow.' Similar "mud volcanoes" have been
reported by Prior and Suhayda (1979) to occur in
submarine mudslides. Doyle (1973) also reported
them in simulated mudslides in the laboratory.
Thus, it seems that excess pore water pressures
necessary for the mobilization of debris flows
over wide flat areas does not seem to be a
mechanism comprehensive enough to explain the
mobilization of debris flows. Thus, some other
mechanisms that Sassa (1985) does not cite must
be in effect for the mobilization of debris flow.
The Author (Vallejo, 1979, 1980a, 1980b, 1981,
1984) has suggested the following mechanisms to
explain the mobilization of debris flows over
long, wide and flat surfaces. These mechanisms
do not require the development of excess pore
water pressures for the debris flow to be main
tained. They are the following:
(1) Debris flow or mudslides develop a distinc
tive profile during their travel, this being
characterized by a tongue, the free surface of
which has an inclination greater than the base
over which the debris flow moves. This free
surface inclination introduces a gravity shear
stress that helps in keeping the debris flow
mobile.

(2) The loading of the rear section of a debris
flow by new material causes the development of
“translatory waves" or "humps" on the free sur
face of the debris flow. These “translatory
waves"intrQduce a shear stress on the base of
the flow, therefore keeping the debris flow in
movement. Moreover, the “translatory waves"

move faster than the debris as a whole and they
help to transport material to the front.
(3) Debris flow are a mixture of large pieces
of rock in a matrix of a fluid (mud). If one
considers this particular type of structure in
the stability analysis, the traveling of a de 
bris flow over long, wide and flat areas can be
easily explained without the use of excess pore
water pressures.
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Discussion on Theme Lecture 3: ‘Geotechnical

aspects of environmental contro|’, by
N.R.Morgenstern

JEY K.JEYAPALAN, Director of Wisconsin Hazardous Waste

Management Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Vihsoonsin,
USA

Professor Morgenstern delivered a very interes
ting and stimulating theme lecture on the
geotechnical aspects of environmental control.
His comprehensive documentation of the subject
will be of great value to many practicing
geotechnical engineers and hydrogeologists
throughout the world who are dealing with waste
disposal problems. The subject of flow
failures of tailings dams and debris flows was
well addressed in his paper.

Professor Hutchinson's (U.K.) paper on Aberfan
flow slide is quite interesting. This paper
presents a very comprehensive account of the
features of this flow slide and demonstrates
the use of a consolidation-sliding model to
explain such flow failures.

The Chilean tailings dam failures reported by
Dobry and Alvarez (1967) and the most recent
catastrophic failure of two flouride tailings
dams in Stava, Italy as reported by Professor
Mazzalai (Italy) and the loss of many lives
remind us again of the significant role
predictive geotechnical engineering tools can
play in avoiding such disasters. The questions
of how much, how far, and how fast debris will
move from a broken tailings dam or from a
debris flow are still extremely difficult to
address. The answers to these questions
require predictive modelling based on sound
principles of fluid mechanics and soil mechan
ics, and numerical computations. The author
would also like to indicate that any such
attempts should include the solution of both
laws of continuity and conservation of momen
tum. The results obtained from a model which
does not satisfy the mass continuity equation
could result in grossly misleading predictions.
However, by not satisfying conservation of
momentum, based on mass continuity equation
one can obtain reasonable answers for slow
moving landslides and debris flows in a manner
similar to flownets providing reasonable
answers to seepage problems in geotechnical
engineering.

The equations of mass continuity and conserva
tion of momentum were used first in a flow
slide model by Jeyapalan, Duncan, and Seed
(1980). A comprehensive review of experiences
from tailing dam failures and a predictive
model were published by Lucia, Duncan, and
Seed (1981). The above research was refined
and was applied to field conditions by Bryant
Duncan, and Seed (1983). Furthermore, the
above analysis procedures have been extended
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to include three-dimensional nature of the
impoundment and the downstream valley and the
gradual partial breach of the tailings dam by
Jeyapalan, Rokohl, and Shan (1984). In
addition, measurement of viscous properties and
the development of a flow failure prediction
model were accomplished for phosphatic clay
waste dams by Jeyapalan and Carrier (1985).
The above research efforts were funded by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines, U.S. EPA, National
Science Foundation and the State of Florida.

Finally, the author would like to point out
that the above research efforts have attempted
to include the major elements of flow failure
problems in their analytical models, and have
used simple, but pragmatic approaches to
solve a complex problem, recognizing the
variability of the properties of the materials
in a tailings impoundment. These procedures
have been found useful for examining a number
of problems relating to operating dams but as
with other methods of analysis used in geo
technical engineering, the prediction capabili
ty depends on the judgement of the engineers
in selecting appropriate properties for use in
the analysis. Thus, a significant body of
experience in actual characteristics of
tailings, tailings impoundments, fluid mechan
ics, and seismic design, coupled with good
engineering judgement, is always required to
make meaningful predictions in this field.
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Rapport général - Contréle de |'écou|ement des eaux
en géotechnique de I'environnement

General report - Seepage control in environmental
geotechnical engineering

J.HUFtTADO, Professor de Mécanique des Fondations E.N.`[RE.,
Paris, France

ABSTRACT

Seepage Control in environmental geotechnical
engineering covers a large field of problems
and their corresponding technological answers.
- Groundwater pollution is a very timely

problem which presents several aspects.
From the five contributions on this subject,
the points of interest can be classified as
follows : Identification and origin of
polluting agents. Dragging of polluting
agents related with climatic conditions.
Pollution detection and hydrogeological soil
investigations. Anti-pollution desing
features.

- A widely used method to prevent pollution
from extending is the diaphragm wall made of
bentonite cement grouts.
Three contributions concerning grouts are
presented : New Laboratory procedures to
study the micro-structure of cement grouts.
New chemicals for grouts without cement and
bentonite- Long term corrosion of cement
grouts.

- Diaphragm walls are barriers against
groundwater circulation. One of the
consequences is a watertable rise upstream
and a watertable drop, downstream of the
barrier. These waterlevel variations may
damage the surrounding constructions.
Two contributions give some examples of this
type of damages. One contribution concerns a
history case where a correct prediction of
the watertable modification due to the
construction of a diaphragm wall has been
given.

INTRODUCTION

Le controle de l‘écou1ement des eaux en
Géotechnique de l'Environnement couvre un
champ tres vaste de problemes et de techniques
propres 5 les résoudre.

La pollution des nappes phréatiques est un
probleme d'actua1ité : cinq communications
traitent de cas particuliers de pollution et
des moyens d'y obvier.

L‘un de ces moyens est la paroi moulée d'étan
cheite. Trois communications concernent les
coulis pour parois d'étanchéité.

Les parois d'étanchéité créent un obstacle a
l'écoulement des eaux, provoquant une remontée
de la nappe phréatique en amont de l‘obstac1e

Ces variations deet une baisse a l‘aval.
niveau peuvent étre a l'origine de désordres
dans les constructions voisines. Deux commu
nications ont illustré quelques types de
désordres.

Une communication concerne la prévision des
variations du niveau de la nappe du fait de
la construction de parois étanches

POLLUTION DES NAPPES PH EATIQUES

L'étude d'un cas de pollution comporte généra
lement plusieurs aspects que l'on peut classer
de la facon suivante :

l - Identification et provenance des produits
polluants

2 - Entralnement des polluants. Conditions
climatiques - régime des pluies.

3 - Détection de la pollution. Reconnaissances
hydrogéologiques

4 - Moyens de lutte contre la pollution.

E9llEEi2E_E§£_ll§!§EE§Ei9E_§l§§E§_PlE!i§lE§

Le cas présenté par SIMONETTI (Italie)
concerne la pollution par la circulation
routiere sur un troncon de route pour lequel
l'évacuation des eaux pluviales s'effectue
par des puits absorbants qui dispersent l'eau
dans la nappe phréatique. La conception du
systeme d'évacuation, réalisé en méme temps
que la route, résulte d'une étude préalable.

- Identification des polluants : Plomb et
hydrocarbures provenant des résidus de
combustion de l'essence. L'estimation quan
titative des polluants est faite a partir
des hypotheses suivantes : 30 OOO passages
de véhicules par jour. Consommation moyenne
0,08 l/km sur les 3 km de route concernés.
Teneur en plomb de l'essence 0,4 g/l.

- Entrainement des polluants : Les données
du régime des pluies sont connues. La
surface du bassin versant est de BOO ha et
le coefficient d'absorption du sol O,l. La
surface de la route est 3 km X 45 m et le
coefficient d'absorption O,9. Le débit du
systeme d'évacuation en fonction du temps
est donc statistiquement connu.

Les concentrations en polluant en résultent.
Elles sont particulierement élevées lorsque
de fortes pluies suivent une période de
sécheresse pendant laquelle les produits
polluants se sont accumulés sur la route.

- Les reconnaissances hydrogéologiques ont eu
pour but de déterminer la capacité d'absorp
tion des puits d'évacuation des eaux.

- Les estimations de concentration en polluants
ont montré que les valeurs admissibles (Pb :
0,2 g/l) étaient dépassées lors de fortes
pluies consécutives a une période scche.
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Le systéme d'évacuation comprend un bassinde décantation muni d'un exutoire canalise
qui permet de ne pas envoyer dans la nappe
phréatique des eaux pluviales trop chargées
en polluant.

POlé2§i9n_E§£_l§§_§é29§§_Q2_Qé9b§Ee- Le Cas

présenté par BLIGHT (Afrique du Sud) concerne
la prévention de la pollution fondée sur
l'étude des conditions climatiques. La concep
tion du dépot peut étre faite de facon que le
débit de fuite du systéme soit nul lorsque
le bilan annuel des précipitations et de
l'évaporation est négatif.

Eel£2§i9n_§§§_£§£Ei2§£ie§_Qe_Eé§£9le

FOSSA (Italie) a présenté trois cas de
pollution de la nappe phréatique par les hydro
carbures. I1 semble que le probleme n‘ait pas
été pris en considération au moment de la cons
truction des raffineries et qu‘on ait renoncé
a prévenir l'infi1tration des hydrocarbures
dans le sol.

La pollution a eté mise en évidence de facon
fortuite. Ici, le personnel d'entretien a vu
des traces d‘hydrocarbures dans un puits, la
que1qu'un a remarqué une coloration inhabi
tuelle dans un cours d'eau voisin.

L'étude du phénoméne a commencé chaque fois
par une reconnaissance hydrogéologique tres
sérieuse, comportant un grand nombre de
piézometres et quelques forages avec préle
vements d‘échantillons intacts. Une intéres
sante méthode de congélation des échantillons
a été utilisée pour permettre un dosage précis
des hydrocarbures prélevés.

La carte de la surface piézométrique de la
nappe phréatique ayant été déterminée, un
systéme de récupération des hydrocarbures
a été mis en place.

Le principe est le suivant :
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Une tranchée drainante est munie de deux
niveaux de pompes. Le niveau inférieur crée
un cone de rabattement : l'eau pompée est
réinjectée a l'aval de la paroi étanche. Le
niveau supérieur recueille les hydrocarbures.
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RAEDSCH LDERS (Belgique) a présenté un cas
de prévention de la pollution par paroi
étanche. Le canal du Port de GAND 5 la mer
doit étre périodiquement dragué pour éviter
les pertes de tirant d'eau dues a l'envasement.
Les boues extraites (35o.ooo m3/an) sont
entreposées dans un bassin de 1,2 millions de
m3 creusé dans un sol constitué par une
couche de 18 m de sables perméables reposant
sur une couche d'argile étanche. Le dépét des
boues a été isolé de la nappe phréatique par
une paroi étanche ancrée dans l'argile et
réalisée avec un coulis bentonite-ciment.

E91122299_E§E_l§§_§EiEE§_§lEE9_E§E§li§§Ei9D~

LONDEZ (France) a présenté un cas de préven
tion par détection précoce de la pollution.
La construction d'une canalisation profonde
pour une usine nucléaire a nécessité une
excavation importante sous la nappe phréatique.
Une tranchée drainante a été réalisée pour
rabattre provisoirement la nappe pour faciliter
l'exécution des travaux, mais aussi pour
pouvoir pomper périodiquement et analyser
l'eau pompée afin de déceler les fuites éven
tuelles de la canalisation.
L'intérét de cette communication réside dans
la description de la boue bio-dégradable qui
a permis la réalisation de la tranchée drai
nante. Avec un dosage de B kg/m3 de bio
polymere la viscosité a 21° reste a 90 s
MARSH pendant 4 jours puis retombe a 26
(viscosité de l'eau douce). Des additifs
permettent de régler le temps d'utilisation
de la boue.

CQULIS POUR PAROIS ETANCHES

La paroi étanche est un procédé de construc
tion connu depuis une quinzaine d'années. Les
coulis auto-durcissables utilisés ont long
temps été composés d'eau, de bentonite et de
ciment, avec parfois des adjuvants pour
modifier le temps de prise.

GANDAIS (France) a présenté un nouveau type
de coulis appelé MICRON-S ne comportant ni
ciment, ni bentonite, caractérisé par un
tres faible coeffigient de perméabilité du
produit durci (lO' m/s) et pouvant étre
utilisédans des cas d'environnement chimique
difficile.
L'étude des coulis classiques bentonite
ciment n‘en a pas perdu son,intérét pour
autant. Encore fallait-il se donner les
moyens d'investiqation pour mieux connaitre
l‘influence de la qualité du ciment sur le
comportement du coulis.

GUILLAUD (France) a présenté deux techniques
dfinvestigation nouvelles, la POROSIMETRIE
AU MERCURE surtout utilisée en pétrographie
juSqu‘iCi et la HICROSCOPIE ELECTRONIQUE A
BALAYAGE. L‘utilisation de ces techniques
a permis de mettre en évidence des phénomones
physico-chimiques a l'échelle de l/lOOe de
micron et de contribuer ainsi a la mise au
point de coulis plus performants. On étudie



ainsi des coulis capables de retenir certains
éléments toxiques.

La perrenité des coulis a fait l'objet de
l'étude présentée par JEFFERIS (UK) qui a
soumis divers coulis a divers agents agressifs
et notamment des sulfates. Les résultats
d'essais de lahoratoire ont été présentés.

VODIFICATION DES ECOULEMENTS PAR LES PAROIS
ETANCHES

La création d‘un obstacle dans l'écoulement
d‘une nappe phréatique peut le modifier de
facon importante. On observe généralement
une élévation du niveau de l'eau en amont
de l'obstacle et une baisse de niveau 5
l‘aval.

PAREZ (France) a présenté une intéressante
étude des différents aquiféres sur le site
d‘un ensemble de batiments qui devaient compor
ter plusieurs sous-sols (2 silos-parkings).

Les sondages de reconnaissance, transformés
ensuite en piézométres, ont révélé l‘existance
de 3 aquiféres séparés par des marnes imper
méables. La nappe phréatique (superficielle)
présentait une pente naturelle de 3 % et une
épaisseur de 5 m environ§ La perméabilité du
sable dans lequel elle circulait a été
mesurée par essais de pompage.

Un modéle a été construit pour reproduire
les faits observés. On y a ensuite introduit
l‘obstac1e représentant les sous-sols (IBO m
perpendiculairement a l'écoulement avec un
espace libre de 40 m entre les 2 silos), ce

de voir que 1'é1évation de 1'eau
l'obstac1e ne provoquerait pas

qui a permis
a l'amont de
l'inondation des sous-sols des immeubles
voisins.

Le modéle a également servi a étudier le
rabattement nécessaire 5 1'exécution des
travaux. Le débit pompé s'est révélé conforme
aux prévisions.

Deux cas moins heureux ou la variation du
niveau de l‘eau a provoqué des désordres ont
été présentés par TCH NG (France). Le premier
concernait un batiment qui a tassé de 10 cm
du fait d‘un rabattement de nappe dans le
voisinage. Le deuxicme 1'effondrement d‘une
route consécutif a l‘élévation du niveau de
1'eau du h la création d‘un obstacle. Enfin
DUFOUR (France) a présenté qualques cas ou
les variations du niveau de la nappe
phréatique dans la région parisienne ont causé
des désordres.

CONCLUSIONS

Le contrble de l'écoulement des eaux en
géotechnique de 1'environnement bénéficie
d'une importante somme de connaissances
d'hydraulique souterraine accumulée par les
géotechniciens au cours des 60 dernieres
années.

Les problemes actuels de pollution des nappes
phréatiques nécessitent la mise au point de
techniques nouvelles tant pour la détection

de la pollution que pour l'
ouvrages de protection.

Certaines de ces techniques
mises en oeuvre et ont fait

exécution des

ont déja été
l'objet des

présentations d'aujourd'hui.
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The effects of contained chemicals on clay cement
cut-off walls (Oral discussion)

Effets du fluide retenu sur une coupure étanche
STEPHAN A.JEFFER|S, Dr., Kings College, London, UK

Clay cement cut-off walls may be used to contain
domestic, idustrial or general chemical wastes. These
waste materials must be expectai to have scn\e effect on
the performance of the wall.
A hardened clay-cenent cut-off material will ccntain:
(i) Clay - chemically relatively inert but will have a
caticn exchange capacity which can absorb sane waste.
(ii) Hydzatim products of t.he cenent iriclidjng mlcium
silicate hydrates, calcium aluminate hydrates ard fr&
calcium hydcxide (line). 'Ihese materials are chenically
more active than clays.
(iii) Reaction products from cement replacement
materials such as fly ash or ground granulated blast
furnace slag. These materials tend to reduce the
chemiml reactivity.
(iv) Native clay, aggregate etc. either picked up
during excavation or added deliberately as backfill.
This will be relatively inert save for sane cation
exchange capacity.
Of the above constituents the oanent hydraticn products
are chemically the most active and in particular the
calcium hydroxide component. Thus when considering
chemical attack on clay-cement cut-off materials one
should ccnsider attack on the cement hydrates first cnly
moe all potential attack nechanisms have beam eliminated
will it be ne&ssary to wnsider attack cn t.he clay etc.
Typically canent hydrates behave as follows:
Acids: Grouxdwaters with pi-l<6 will dissolve the bulk of
the cement hydration products and thus totally destroy
the structure of clay-cenent materials. However, in cut
off walls the rate of solution may be so low that the
wall will have a sufficient effective life even at pH3
or lower.
Alkalis: In general alkalis unless exceptionally
concentrated will have little effect on clay-cement
materials.
Salts which react with calcium hydroxide: Sane salts may
react to remve calcium hydroxide frcrn the systan. For
example magnesium salts will react with calcium hydroxide
to precipitate magnesium hydroxide which has a much lower
solubility ard hamoe lower pH. '1‘he lowering of the pH
will lead to the demmposlticm of the calcium silicate
hydrates to produce hydratw of lower calcium to siliccn
ratio and ultimately to just hydrated silica. Thus
magnesium ions in sufficient quantity ard ccncmtration
will lead to the destruction of the cement hydrate
structure. However, as a solid material (magnesium
hydroxide) is deposited the loss of volume will not be
severe ard t.he rennant material may preserve considerable
irnpermeability, Jefferis (1985). Salts which react to
produce hydroxides more soluble than calcium hydroxide
will raise the local pH and thus stabilise the calciwn
silicate hydrates unless/until the soluble hydroxides
penmste and/or diffuse amqp
mlrhatesz ‘Ihese can cause severe damage to cenent ard
concrete. 'Ihe mechanisn of attack is a reacticn between
the sulphate and the free lime to produce calcium
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sulphate with considerable expansion and also with the
aluminate hydrate to produce calcium sulphoaluminate also
with considerable expansion. In structural concrete
these expansions lead to disintegration. However, in
clay-cements the much higher porosity may allow the
expansicn to be accunncdated without cracking, provided
that the material is mnfinsd.
In such a necessarily brief discussion it is not possible
to discuss nore mechanisns of attack but the above notes
serve to outline the basic principles.
Obviously if there is concern about the behaviour of a
cut-off material in a particular chemical environment
then tests must be made. In general two types of test
are possible: conventional immersion tests as are used
for concrete; and permeatlax tests. Imnersicn tests have
the advantage that a large surface area of material is
exposed to the environment and thus effects can be seen
rapidly. During inmersion the colour ard surface texture
of the samples should be observed for signs of reaction
ard the chenical canposition of the surrourding soluticn
should be monitored for depletion / accretion of ions.
'Rise tests terd to overemdrasise the effects of reactive
chemicals. For example if a reaction involves volume
change (eg. attack by sulphate ions) then the samples
may disintegrate. In contrast if the samples are
permeated under confined conditions (as will be the
nonnal in-situ condition) the structure is generally
maintained intact by the confining pressure and the
attack may lead to little damage. Chemical reaction
with cut-off material is not necessarily always damaging.
Expansive reactions may lead to pore blocking and thus
reduction of perineability.
If reaction does occur there remains the problem of
ass¢=5sing the effect of the reaction cn the permeability
of the material and if it is deleterious, of assessing
the effective life of the wall.
If the concentration of a reactive chemical in the
groundwater is, c equivalents/litre and the
concentration of the species with which it reacts in the
cut-off material is, r equivalents/litre of cut-off
material then if it is assumed that the cheniaal advances
through the material as a sharp front under an overall
gradient, i ard that the permeability ahead of this front

is ku ard the permeability of the reacted material is k¥then the time for all the material in a wall o
thicknas, b to be reacted is given by:

t=!(l+l)zie krku
It should be noted that r is not a constant for a
particular clay-cement but will vary depending on the
reactive species under consideration. As a general
guideline it may be said that if r is large then there
will be a considerable amount of reaction and it is
possible that the pemeability after attack will be
considerably higher than before attack. Ibwever, Lmless
c is correspondingly high r/c will also be large and
hence the time for ccmplete attack will be very long. In
contrast if r is small the reaction may be of little
significance and thus although the time for complete
reaction may be relatively short (though perhaps many
years) the reaction will have little effect on the
permeabilty of the wall.
Application of the above type of equation to practical
situaticms has shown that in many instances there will be
insignificant attack during the interdei life of the wall
and the results have been confirmed in the laboratory.
The above formula makes no allowance for diffusion or
dispersion. When predicting suitable test times for
laboratory investigations this may be acceptable as test
gradients are often high ard t.hus advectim will be much
higher than diffusicn etc. In the field gradients often
will be very low and sometimes inwards ie. against the



diffusion of t.he contained chenicals. Thus advectim ani
diffusicn will 61111118 and a fuller treatrnamt beyond the
soope of this note is needs! to predict service life.
In summary immersion tests may suggest alarming
disintegration of clay-cement materials in certain
chemical envirorments. Whereas permeation tests may show
that even if attack occurs a substantial working life
can be achieved provided a confining pressure is
maintained. Laboratory tests to assess the effects on
permeability must be continued until the reaction front
has passed cunpletely through the specimen which may take
many nrmths/years evm urlier the high gradients which can
be usai in the laboratory.

Reference: Jefferis S.A., Proc Inst Civ Bngrs London,
June 1985, pp 641-646.
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Evaluation ofthe effects ot discharging into the
ground polluted water drained from a heavytratfic

road

SALVATOFIE SIMONETTI, Civil Engineer, Cassina-Lesca Farsura
Associated Company Director

BENITO VENEZIA, Civil Engineer, Hydraulics consultant

The north-west section of the town of Pa#
lermo lacks to date a sewage system to drain
rainfall water from the circonvallazione ring
road, that is presently under construction,
and from the vaste drainage area upstream of
the ring road. Downstream of the Circonvalla
zione road the soil consists of horizontal lay
ers of calcarenite with interbedded sand and
limestone; all the different materials are hi
ghly permeable. Weather conditions in the area
of Palermo are characterized by relatively long
periods of drought with some rainfall of low
internsity alternated with heavy rainstorms
which last however for a schort period of time.

A special system that drains rainwater from
the road and discharges it into the ground has
been designed. For this reason the effects of
the drainage system on groundwater have been e
valuated, though the groundwater is not preseg
tly used for pumping drinkable water.

Since it can be expected that the road will
sustain heavy traffic the characteristic para
meters which have been taken into account in
this study are those related to traffic which
are lead and hydrocarbures.

According to the results of several studies
presented in the technical literature the peak
concentrations of lead and hydrocarbures in the
water drained from the road soonafter rainfall
starts vary in the intervals

- lead 3,0 mg/l to 10,0 mg/1
- hydrocarbures 30,0 mg/1 to 60,0 mg/l
values of peak concentrations will depend on
the time interval between two rainstorms.

The results herein presented have been ob
tained under the assumption that the average
concentrations are comprised in the intervals:
- lead 0,6 mg/l to 2,00 mg/l
- hydrocarbures 6,0 mg/l to 12,0 mg/l
it is assumed, infact, that the pavement of the
road would be cleaned during dry periods and mg
terials deposited on the pavement due to road
traffic be removed as well as water used for
any cleaning process.

The drainage system will discharge into the
ground water drained from the road, that has an
area equal to 170.000 mq and an absorbtion ra
tio A1 equal to 0,90, and water from the up
stream drainage area that has an area equal to
3.000.000 mq and an absorbtion ratio A2 equalto 0,l0. In these conditions water drained from
the road surface will be diluted by the water
from the upstream drainage are by a factor D
that can be calculated from

D: S1 A1 = l17o.oool (o,9) :i
S2 A2 (B.OO0.000) (0,l0) 5

The concentrations of the two pollutants
in water discharged into the ground will, the
refore, vary in the intervals
- lead 0,12 mg/l to 0,40 mg/l
- hydrocarbures 1,2 mg/l to 2,40 mg/l

It should be noted that the Italian law
requires that the concentrations of these pol
lutants, lead and hydrocarbures, in the water
discharged into the ground be less, respective
ly, than 0,2 mg/l and 5,0 mg/l.

The proposed system might not, therefore,
meet the requirements set by the Italian law
only with respect to the concentrations of lead
and after long period of drought. For this re;
son water drained from the road soonafter the
beginning of rainfalls will be treated before
being discharged into the ground.
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FIG 2 SKETCH OF THE PROPOSED DRAINAGE SYSTEM.

The treating process will take place in
the two tanks (A, B fig. 2) and will comprise
gravel removal and primary sedimentation. Be
cause of the weather conditions in the are a
round Palermo, discharge into the ground will
not be continuous; furthermore, because of the
geological features of the downstream basin it
is belived that pollutants will be dispersed
in a vaste area thus reducing risks of the high
concentrations of pollutants in few restricted
areas: it should also be considered that the
polluted water in the soil would be diluter by
clean water seeping through the drainage area
upstream of the road.
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